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Since its foundation, Monash University has made a significant commitment to the patronage, scholarship and advancement of the visual 
arts, through the development of the Monash University Collection since 1961, and the establishment of the Monash University Museum of 
Art (MUMA), which began as the Monash University Gallery in 1975.

MUMA now enjoys an established reputation as a leading public art museum, dedicated to the presentation and promotion of contemporary 
Australian and international art, and to the pursuit of adventurous and innovative research into contemporary art since the 1960s.

The Monash University Collection, with its focus upon contemporary Australian art since the 1960s, is a collection of national significance. 
It includes some 1600 works representing innovative artistic practices across a wide variety of media, and displaying outstanding currency, 
depth and diversity.

MUMA is currently developing new museum facilities on the university’s Caulfield campus, designed by Kerstin Thompson Architects, and 
due to open in the second semester of 2010. With philanthropic support from The Ian Potter Foundation, The Myer Foundation and The 
Helen Macpherson Smith Trust, MUMA’s new facilities will significantly enhance the university’s vision to establish MUMA as a leading 
museum of contemporary art nationally, and an international centre of excellence which will bring significant benefits to the University and 
the wider community.

MUMA looks forward to welcoming audiences to its new facilities, and extends its appreciation to the Australian Club for the opportunity to 
present a selection of works from the Monash University Collection.

A selection of works from the Monash University Collection at the Australian Club
The current exhibition at The Australian Club presents a loosely chronological display which charts an episodic narrative of contemporary 
Australian art from the 1960s to the present.

The Monash University Collection was established in 1961, with the ambitious commission of a major ceramic mural by leading modernist 
artist John Perceval. Perceval’s homage to Australian inventor Lawrence Hargrave is one of the masterpieces of Australian ceramics and a 
keynote work in the artist’s oeuvre. Perceval is represented in the current exhibition by The lute player 1961, one of his celebrated ceramic 
Angels, donated by the artist at the time.

On the entrance wall, we see four works which represent competing tendencies and new developments in late-modernist painting. Charles 
Blackman’s Face amidst flowers 1955 is a classic example of Antipodean modernism, with its lyrical and poetic reflection upon landscape 
and psychological portraiture. As a counterpoint, Robert Hunter’s Untitled 1968 represents the international development of minimalist 
abstraction, with its radical denial of illusionistic reference in favour of a more strictly perceptual engagement with the properties of paint on 
canvas. Gareth Sansom’s painting demonstrates an engagement with Dada and the collage-logic of British pop art, whilst Robert Rooney’s 
Variations: slippery seal 1967 wryly brings together abstraction, pop and optical art, with local reference to vernacular, everyday iconogra-
phy.

Elsewhere in the exhibition we see artists taking up and expanding these directions, variously reflecting upon the psychology and ubiquity 
of popular culture and consumer society (Richard Larter, Callum Morton); Australian history and identity (Leah-King Smith, Tracey Moffatt), 
and representations of landscape from indigenous and multicultural, fantastical and familiar perspectives (Tracey Moffatt, Leah King-Smith, 
James Morrison, Siri Hayes). Others demonstrate the wonder of sculptural invention, from the improvised bricolage of junk and found ma-
terials (Robert Klippel) to the decorative adornment and poetic elaboration of natural forms (Louise Weaver).

The two most recent works are by Mutlu Çerkez and Gabriella Mangano and Silvana Mangano (working together). Çerkez’ painstaking text 
painting can be considered a form of portraiture, continuing the genre of the artist and model, whilst also alluding to the increasing phenom-
enon of longing and desire for connection in the virtual world of the internet communications. Gabrielle Mangano and Silvana Mangano’s 
compelling video If … so … then 2006 brings together drawing and performance in a representation of the creative process itself, under-
taken with the uncanny, intuitive body language of collaborating artists and sisters. 

Works in the exhibition represent an array of aesthetic, cultural, political and personal interests, by Australian artists over the past five 
decades, and serve as a platform for research, education and community engagement that lies at the heart of an innovative university       
collection.

Max Delany, Director, Monash University Museum of Art



Charles Blackman  
Born Sydney 1928  

Face amidst flowers 1955
enamel and oil on composition board

96.5 x 132.0 cm
Purchased 1962

Charles Blackman lived in Melbourne in the 1950s and was associated 
with Georges and Mirka Mora and their studio gallery at 9 Collins Street, 
patrons John and Sunday Reed, and the re-establishment of the Con-
temporary Art Society. Face amidst flowers is a classic example of the 
artist’s early work, with its emotional emphasis and poetic imagination, 
and a precursor to the artist’s celebrated Alice in Wonderland series. 
The impending blindness of Barbara Blackman, the artist’s wife, served 
as a model for Blackman’s romantic vision and pleasure in the senses. 
Blackman was later a signatory to the notorious Antipodean manifesto 
(1959), written by Bernard Smith, and his painting exemplifies human-
ist themes of childhood vulnerability, with an existential emphasis upon 
experience, loneliness and disorientation in the post-war period.1

Mutlu Çerkez 
Born London 1964; died Australia 2005  

Um I was (23 November 2021) 2004
from the series,Various responses   

synthetic polymer on paper
84.1 x 59.4 cm (image size; 108.0 x 82.5 cm 

(framed size)
Purchased 2004

Mutlu Çerkez’ Various responses presents a series of replies to a 
‘personal notice’ posted by the artist on a telephone dating service. The 
works can be considered in the genre of ‘portraiture’, and ‘self-portrai-
ture’, whilst continuing pictorial traditions of the artist and model, and 
the sometimes uncomfortable power and gender relationships therein. 
Painstakingly hand-painted, Various responses reflects on the desire for 
love in the age of cyberspace and, more broadly, the longing of individu-
als seeking real connections through virtual means.2

Kevin Connor
Born Sydney 1932  

Portrait VI 1965
oil on composition board
Gift of Dr. T. Lang, 1981

Best known as an expressive painter and draughtsman of urban sub-
jects and people, Kevin Connor is also a noted portrait painter and two-
time winner of the Archibald Prize. Portrait VI is characteristic of Con-
nor’s moody, atmospheric expressionism. The work is one of a number 
of portraits by the artist in the university collection, including a portrait 
of The Right Honourable Sir Douglas Menzies KBE 1963, the second 
Chancellor at Monash. Of Connor’s work, art critic John McDonald has 
written: ‘I can think of few other Australian artists whose work denotes 
such a fierce and consistent struggle to distil a particular intensity from 
everyday experience’.3

Siri Hayes 
Born Melbourne 1977  

Lyric Theatre at Merri Creek 2002
type C photograph

112.0 x 142.0 cm
Purchased 2005

With an eye on the romantic sublime and another on the burgeoning 
urban sprawl, Siri Hayes’ photographic landscapes are both poetic and 
down-at-heel. Drawing on a wide range of influences, her theatrical, 
expansive compositions explore our relationship to land and locality. Her 
eyes are also wide open, alert to both the romance of representation 
and the impact of human habitation.5

Hayes’ large-format series Lyric Theatre at Merri Creek depicts the envi-
rons of Merri Creek, suggesting an element of the sublime in this pocket 
of Melbourne bushland. The vast scale of the surrounding landscape 
engulfs two figures standing on the banks of the creek. These miniature 
protagonists enact a fictional play amongst the still yet murky waters.6

Robert Hunter
Born Melbourne 1947  

Untitled Painting No. 11 1968
synthetic polymer paint on canvas

158.3 x 158.3 cm
Purchased 1968

For his first one-person exhibition at Tolarno Gallery in May 1968, 
Robert Hunter executed thirteen almost completely white paintings. 
These works, all on a five foot square of canvas, employed simple 
geometric forms on a grid or implied grid, but the configurations of the 
canvasses were barely perceptible, appearing to be white shapes on 
white ground with only a hint of colour delineating the geometric forms. 
In fact the paintings employed red and yellow and sometimes blue, but 
after a number of films of white paint were added, these colours could 
hardly be seen … The shifting surfaces of the paintings did not reveal 
themselves easily. Each composition had to be examined thoroughly 
and from different angles.7

Leah King-Smith  
Born Gympie, Queensland 1957  

Untitled #5 1991
cibachrome photograph

102.0 x 102.0 cm 
Purchased 2000

Born in 1957 to a Gamilaraay-Koamu mother and a father of British de-
scent, Leah King-Smith’s Patterns of Connection series was produced 
as the result of a project at the State Library of Victoria, in which King-
Smith was commissioned to research the Library’s historical photo-
graphs of Victorian Aboriginal people. King-Smith was overcome by the 
sense of disempowerment implicit in these portraits, and the effect they 
had of reducing their subjects to classificatory types. However she also 
perceived the dual nature of these images for the Koori community in 
Victoria today: while the identity of many of the individuals portrayed is 
unknown, these photographs are now valued by the Koori community 
as storehouses of stories and information about their own Aboriginal 
heritage which would otherwise have been erased. 

King-Smith chose to re-work the images in a manner that would restore 
dignity and authority to the individuals portrayed, and invite personal, 
intuitive responses from viewers. She did so by re-presenting the sub-
jects of the original photographs, large and ghost-like, within her own 
hand-painted, fish-eye landscape format. The result is to reverse the re-
lationship between viewer and subject – the figures in these large colour 
images check the viewer’s gaze with their own, rather than appearing 
as mute subjects of a European project.8 

Brent Harris
Born Sydney 1928 

Just a feeling (no. 2) 1996
oil on linen

106.5 x 85.2 cm
Purchased 1998

Brent Harris creates rich pictorial spaces of deliberate and evocative 
ambiguity. Poised between abstraction and figuration, his hard-edged, 
strongly graphic compositions evoke the body – intelligent and corpore-
al. Harris enjoys pictorial conundrums: an area of flat colour might sud-
denly seem to bulge, or a black hole in the picture plane might become 
a dramatic absence, raising questions of doubt and faith. Harris pushes 
into the apparent flatness of the picture plane; questioning

sacred bodies, he has long been interested in representations of 
Thomas, the doubting disciple, and as an artist is informed by a wide 
range of art historical references, from classical painting and religious 
art to twentieth century modernism.4



Robert Klippel  
Born Sydney 1920; died 2001   

Metal sculpture 1965
brazed steel

56.7 x 53.0 x 30.0 cm (irreg.)
Gift of Ken Myer, 1977

It was during the 1960s that Robert Klippel focused on assembling 
readymade materials to create a body of works which became synony-
mous with the development of Australian sculpture. Edmund Capon 
remarked, ‘He was a kind of meticulous anarchist who observed the 
detail yet was able to see that these abandoned, forlorn objects could 
be reassembled with a new purpose and have a new life breathed into 
them’. In Metal Sculpture 1965, Klippel’s spindly forms branch out pre-
cariously while remaining curiously balanced atop a central trunk. The 
tree-like form embodies the organic and the inorganic. Each spikey cog, 
restrained spring, and discarded metal fragment tells a story of some 
previous life imbuing the delicate yet sturdy sculpture with an array of 
histories and possibilities.9

Richard Larter  
Born London, United Kingdom 1929; arrived 

Australia 1962  
Twisted dispensable trifle 1977

perma and vynol paint,AW2 crystals on calcite ground
182.0 x 124.5 cm
Purchased 1978

Richard Larter’s figurative paintings of the 1970s adopted an aesthetic 
that was to quite consciously indict contemporary society through the 
artist’s very deliberate juxtaposition of the found imagery comprising 
his Pop-ish style collage paintings. This body of work commented on 
the all-pervasive influence of the media while wickedly using society’s 
insatiable consumption of images to highlight both the contradictions 
and sheer absurdity of much of Western life.10

Gabriella and Silvana Mangano
Born Stranthorpe, Queensland 1972

If ... so ... then  2006
DVD

7:47 min 
Purchased 2007

Gabriella Mangano and Silvana Mangano collaborate as artists to ex-
plore diverse modes of drawing, performance and language through the 
medium of video. If … so … then 2006 is a key early work in the artists’ 
practice, influenced by their childhood experience as twin sisters; about 
which they write: 
Their video If … so … then recaptures an essence from our past by 
creating a new dialogue, which is intimate and insular. The intimacy 
of the space encapsulates the intensity between the two characters, 
introducing a language that is controlled, calculated, and yet demon-
strating moments of tenderness and humour. The language used in 
Italian neo-realist films; the simple gestures and the non-verbal dialogue 
between the characters, have also influenced our aesthetics. The mo-
tions and the sound of drawing becomes the new verbal dialogue. We 
are interested in the loss and the disintegration of language and how it 
can be replaced by other forms of communication.11

Tracey Moffatt 
Born Brisbane 1960  

Untitled 1989 
No. 1 from the series Something more 

cibachrome print
105.0 x 155.0 cm

Gift of the Friends of 
Monash University Gallery, 1992

by Moffatt in a red, scissor-hacked cheongsam, who dreams of leaving
a degenerate rural life for a better world in Brisbane. A cast of carica-
tures – an alcoholic father and lascivious mother figure – and a painted 
studio backdrop serve to exaggerate a certain staginess. Moffatt is also 
a filmmaker, and the series appears as a sequence of film stills from an 
imaginary melodrama, enabled by the directorial mode of photography. 
Subtly fusing reality with fantasy, it is an iconic image that is likely to 
continue to resonate for as long as Australia searches for ‘something 
more’ in its black and white relations 12

.
James Morrison 

Born Papua New Guinea 1959  
The Island 2001

oil on linen
100.0 x 100.0 cm
Purchased 2002

James Morrison blends the hyper-real and surreal in playful and acute-
ly observed works which draw richly upon both personal experience 
and invention. The artist’s childhood years in Papua New Guinea and 
experience as a florist in early adult life can be measured as influences 
alongside colonial landscape painting, botanical illustration, natural his-
tory and narratives dramatising the clash of civilisations. 

The Island 2001stitches together a theatre of many parts: drawing from 
the macro and micro cosmos – the celestial, terrestrial and aquatic. 
Hummingbirds flit through magnolia branches which arch over vivid 
green mist-wraithed peaks, a diminutive and rather hirsute family group 
cluster over a dark chasm from which a spotted fish emerges. Morrison 
describes strange and wonderful worlds. 13

Callum Morton
Born Montreal, Canada 1965  

Farnshaven, Illinois 2001
from the series, Local +/or General

colour fast digital print on Epson paper
110.0 x 175.0 cm
Purchased 2002

With a super-slick aesthetic characteristic of hyper-modernity, Callum 
Morton’s series of large scale digital prints, Local +/or General, present 
classical examples of mid-20th century modernist architecture refash-
ioned as retail establishments and commercial franchises. In the case 
of Farnshaven, Illinois 2001, the iconic form of Mies van der Rohe’s 
Farnsworth House (1951) has been ‘repurposed’ as a ‘service sta-
tion’ cum ‘convenience store’. Morton’s works revel in the corruption of 
classical form, through the customisation of once canonical buildings to 
new ends, whilst graphically portraying the ubiquity of marketing in our 
post-industrial society, and the colonisation of public and private space 
by global capital and branding.14

Tracey Moffatt is arguably Australia’s most successful photographic 
artist and Something more no.1 is her signature work. This striking, 
tableau image ... introduces the protagonist of the photo-drama, played

John Perceval
Born Bruce Rock, Western Australia 

1923; died 2000  
The lute player 1957-1958

glazed earthenware
45.0 x 37.0 x 31.0 cm
Gift of the artist, 1962

John Perceval’s glazed earthenware Angels, created from 1957, are a 
singular contribution to Australian ceramic sculpture. Perceval was an 
accomplished potter working close to Arthur Boyd in the Murumbeena 
pottery in the late 1940s, producing utilitarian pieces, decorated plat-
ters and tiled coffee tables. The Angels were the inspired result of his 
competence in handling clay and glazes, especially the rich red-green 
glaze. Some of the Angels are traditional Renaissance musicians, like 
the Monash Lute player. Other Angels mimic the larger human condition 
as lovers, babies learning to walking, fighters or dancers... 

Characteristically the lute player performs with vigour and abandon – 
coiled hair unruly, legs actively crossed, toes splaying with the beat, 
minute fingers poised to pluck the strings. The observation of gesture, 



Robert Rooney
Born Melbourne 1937  

Variations slippery seal 1967
synthetic polymer paint on canvas

106.7 x 106.7cm
Purchased 1970

Robert Rooney’s gaudily-coloured and stylised figures are drawn from 
popular culture and are based on mundane source material found in the 
kitchen and the living room. The artist has commented that he preferred 
‘to work from secondary sources, particularly mass-media ones, rather 
than paint or draw from the actual subject’. Having shown in The Field 
survey exhibition of 1968 [which inaugurated the new National Gallery 
of Victoria in 1968], Rooney was primarily associated with Australian 
hard-edge abstract art during this early period of his career. His painting 
Variations: Slippery Seal 1968 features abstract repeated patterns de-
rived from a cut-out toy seal from a breakfast cereal packet which was 
applied serially over a modernist grid. 16 

Gareth Sansom
Born Melbourne 1939  

All roads lead to the Red Pavilion 
especially after dark 1966-1967

oil on composition board
122.0 x 91.5 cm

Gift of Dr. David Rosenthal 1992

Gareth Sansom’s paintings of the early 1960s became amalgams of 
multifarious styles and clashes of representational codes – a feature 
that persists into his paintings of the present. The human figures in his 
early paintings were more or less Frankenstein’s monsters or akin to the 
Surrealists’ game of ‘The Exquisite Corpse’ – they were ad-hoc assem-
blages of incompatible bits and pieces. In the flagrantly artificial person-
ages he began to invent we can already note Sansom’s fascination with 
contradictory, perverse, unresolved characters, who in some way stand 
as parallels or counterparts to the artist. They are patently ‘self-made’: 
they paint themselves, manipulate appearances, exert psychological 
persuasion, defy nature.18 

Louise Weaver
Born Mansfield, Victoria 1966  

Embraceable you 1997
cotton thread, sequins, plane tree branch

120.0 x 87.0 x 23.0 cm (irreg.)
Purchase 1997

Playing with the traditionally female practices of sewing, crochet and 
appliqué, and drawing on a range of sources from art history, science, 
haute-couture and the aesthetics of other cultures, Weaver’s opulent 
and finely crafted objects shift between the poetic and the pro-envi-
ronmental, the private and the public. Despite their seductive, almost 
irresistible tactility, her works have a disturbing edge that warns of the 
terrors associated with the imposition of culture on nature.17

and the baby-like facial qualities, are the result of Perceval’s many 
sketches of his family, particularly his own young children, through the 
1940s and 1950s. Perceval’s Angels also carry a message of human 
concern and empathy, evident in the Angel mural, Homage to Law-
rence Hargrave, created in 1961 for the Lawrence Hargrave Library at 
Monash University. 15
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